Pharmacoinformatics-based identification of potential bioactive compounds against Ebola virus protein VP24.
The impact of Ebola virus disease (EVD) is devastating with concomitant high fatalities. Currently, various drugs and vaccines are at different stages of development, corroborating the need to identify new therapeutic molecules. The VP24 protein of the Ebola virus (EBOV) plays a key role in the pathology and replication of the EVD. The VP24 protein interferes with the host immune response to viral infections and promotes nucleocapsid formation, thus making it a viable drug target. This study sought to identify putative lead compounds from the African flora with potential to inhibit the activity of the EBOV VP24 protein using pharmacoinformatics and molecular docking. An integrated library of 7675 natural products originating from Africa obtained from the AfroDB and NANPDB databases, as well as known inhibitors were screened against VP24 (PDB ID: 4M0Q) utilising AutoDock Vina after energy minimization using GROMACS. The top 19 compounds were physicochemically and pharmacologically profiled using ADMET Predictor™, SwissADME and DataWarrior. The mechanisms of binding between the molecules and EBOV VP24 were characterised using LigPlot+. The performance of the molecular docking was evaluated by generating a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) by screening known inhibitors and decoys against EBOV VP24. The prediction of activity spectra for substances (PASS) and machine learning-based Open Bayesian models were used to predict the anti-viral and anti-Ebola activity of the molecules, respectively. Four natural products, namely, ZINC000095486070, ZINC000003594643, ZINC000095486008 and sarcophine were found to be potential EBOV VP24-inhibitiory molecules. The molecular docking results showed that ZINC000095486070 had high binding affinity of -9.7 kcal/mol with EBOV VP24, which was greater than those of the known VP24-inhibitors used as standards in the study including Ouabain, Nilotinib, Clomiphene, Torimefene, Miglustat and BCX4430. The area under the curve of the generated ROC for evaluating the performance of the molecular docking was 0.77, which was considered acceptable. The predicted promising molecules were also validated using induced-fit docking with the receptor using Schrödinger and molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MM-PBSA) calculations. The molecules had better binding mechanisms and were pharmacologically profiled to have plausible efficacies, negligible toxicity as well as suitable for designing anti-Ebola scaffolds. ZINC000095486008 and sarcophine (NANPDB135) were predicted to possess anti-viral activity, while ZINC000095486070 and ZINC000003594643 to be anti-Ebola compounds. The identified compounds are potential inhibitors worthy of further development as EBOV biotherapeutic agents. The scaffolds of the compounds could also serve as building blocks for designing novel Ebola inhibitors.